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1.0 I NT RODUCT I ON

Those concerned with the trainina of aircraft iilots have been workina

for a lone while toward developina efficient and effective tralnino methods.

Their work has been directed toward methods which would reduce traininq

cost and time and to increase its' nuality and safety. Recent advances In

the technolonv for nroduclna complex tralninq devices couoied with a

greater need to conserve eneray resources have resulted In Increased

interet.4 in o'tainina hard data for answerina the auestions about cost

effective simulator desln.

The Investi-.ations reoorted here were aimed at providina answers to

a nortion of these nuestions. Specifically, they were designed to obtain

Information for ouldanco in configuring the motion and external visual

characteristics of traininne simulators to be used within the several levels

of iilot traininn of the United States Air Force. It was expected that

the findinns would be aeneralizable to traininq In other tasks which reaulre

both motor skills and coonitive information processinq. While the specific

characteristics of training slulators to be Investigated were the external

visual displav, sirsulator motion and their Interaction, It was recognized

that they could not be considered in isolation from other Important

variables actinn In the traininq situation. Other characteristics of the

simulator Itself are Imnortant and interact with motion and vision. A

second set of variables Important to the effectiveness of the simulator

are those subsumed under the rubric of training methodology. This latter

category Is concerned with such Items as specificlty of irainlnn

objectives, senuenclng of trainilna objectives and tasks, methods of feed-

back, connilive Intearallon and a host of other variables, It qoes



without sayina that these variables Interact In the training situation and

that the desion of experiments aimed at specifying the degree or level of

any one for effective training must consider the many levels of Its inter-

action with the other variables. Determininq all of the effects and

combinations of effects would be a lonq and tedious process. The enormity

of the number of exoeriments needed to provide answers to questions raised

by these Interactions using traditional experimental designs and methods

caused the Dresent study to become very much oriented towaro the development

of more efficient experimental and evaluative techniaues. These techniques

are discussed in detail In later sections.

The ohiective of obtainina specific data for recommendations and

guidance required stating snecific nuestions and defining certain procedures.

These are stated and described in the oaragraphs to follow.

I.I. DESCPIPTIOH OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

A first task was to describe and quantify the Independent resea-ch

variables within the areas of simulator motion and visual display.

Although, to the experienced research worker this point would seem un-

necessary of belna made exollclt, by far the greater proportion of

research on these variables, particularly that of simulator motion, has been

and Is belno carried out without expllcit definition of the variable.

It was felt to he an Important premise that the research variables be

defined in a manner ind,'pendent from the present state-of-the-art for

Implementina them in simulators and alonq a dimension universally meaningful

to the simulator design enaineer. He could then Implement the findings

In the most efficient way that he could devise based upon the state of the

rtnolneerina art at the time.
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1.2 SCALING OF VARIABLES

A second and corollary task to be addressed In dealing with the

research variables was the means for establishlna the perceptual range

and the scallna Interval of the variables. The answer to this cuestlon

bears dIrectlv upon how the variables might be used In other exDerlmental

oaradloms. More importantly, It provides direct Information to those

concerned with deslqnino and procurino simulators as to the decree to

which variables ordinarily exnressed In ohyslcal "hardware terms" are

perceived and acted upon by the operator of the system,

1.3 DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'ILASURPEENT

The third major area of concern was with the measures and methods by

which the resultant or dependent effects of varyinn the experimental

variables was to be assessed. Corollary to the specification of the

measurement and scalInc of the Independent variable Is the effect variations

has upon the outcome of interest. Traditional methods of looking at the

output of the total system, while aoproprIate when the total system output

Is the only Interest, can be misleading when the excerlmental auestion Is

concerned with the effect variation In the system has upon the control

behavior of the operator. Particular emDhasis Ii placed upon this point

in this study because of Its Importance to training In the aircraft

control task In simulators and because of the resistance with which the

concent has been met within the research community. Emphasls In this

renort has been placed upon the extreme Importance of lookina at the

onerator's outnut behavior when evaluating or comnaring systems In which

the operator Is beino trained as a closed loon compensatory controller.

lanoring measurement of the controller's output Is to be Ignorant
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of the behavior beinn shaped by the training device.

1.4 IDENTIFYING EXPERIMENTAL OUESTIONS

The fourth area of concern In the present study was that of bringcino

tonether and asslmilating what is known about the effects of motion, vision

and their Interaction In the simulator situation; making explicit certain

experimental nuestlons to be answered; and assigning prlorities to those

nuestions. The criteria for priorities can chance as conditions and

renuiremonts within the Air Force and its working environment change.

For example, the necessity for makinn decisions about simulators for

specific systems under development and procurement may bring added

pressure for data upon which to base decisions soecific to those systems.

At the same time such particular and specific auestions must be weiahed

aqainst the recessity for defining basic ouestlons and obtalrinn data

qeneralizable across many systems. Often this latter research is put

aside In favor of answering a specific auestlon at a alven time or utilizing

a soecific piece of excerimental apparatus.

1.5 RESEARCH EQUIPMENT, CAPABILITY AHD AVAILABILITY

A further Important factor in setting prlorltles and obtaining

answers is the availability and capability of research equipment and

resources for obtaining empirical data. It should be axiomatic In

experimental research that the experimental cuestlon should be stated

specifically; experimental variables defined explicitly; the measuremer,t

fechnlcuedelineated; and finally, the experimental apparatus designed

and procured for Investlqatlon of the stated questions. This utopla is

rarely obtainable even for rath'tTnole nuestions dealt with In a

laboratory situation. It Is certainly less likely to be realized in
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workinq with the complex problems being dealt with In pilot training with

Its renuirement for complex advanced state-of-the-art and expensive

research enuipment. The eauipment deslaned to be the most complete for

studyinG the nuestions addressed in this study was felt to be the ASUPT

simulator located at the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Flyina

Traininn Division, AFSC, Williams Air Force Base. It was, therefore, a

nirt o' intent of this project to determine the capabilities of this

rnsearch eiulpment and to use this caoability as one of the factors In

dptor-ininc research priorities,

1, 4 ')i ~f'[) P[SEARCH

:ýasf" upon the considerations and flndlnqs In the above five

r 'rarhs it was the purpose of this study to combine this information

...i tnat of a parallel study of tralning research priorities based upon

tee concensus of expert5 in the field and to evolve a short and long term

research nronram specific to obtaining answers to the auestions of vision

anu motion simulation in pilot training simulators. It was also to be the

responsibility of personnel Involved In this project to assist In the

conduct of critical experiments in the hinh nrlorty areas, analysis of

the data and interpretation and apollcation of the results.

It is the purDose of this report to summarize the proqress and the

orot•l•ers in attemptInq to carrv out the activities listed In the above

naraoraphs, as guidance both for the deslan of simulators and for future

research.

57J'• .. ..



2.0 DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES

2.1 MOTION VARIABLES

It was Indicated In the earlier section that one of the Important

items to be accomplished In the project was the definition of the

indenendent experimental variables. It was also Indicated that sDecific

definition of the motion variable Is reaulred In order to manipulate It

as an Independent variable. Just as Importantly, it should be defined

such that It Is meaninnful and useful to the simulator desin engineer.

Motion, as It may be sensed by the ooerator and influence his control

behavior, has been considered In this study as beinq of two major types.

These are (I) external forcIno functIons of which there are two sub-

categories, and (2) novement as a result of control movement.

2.1.1 External Forclng Functions

The external forcino function to which the system (aircraft) reacts

and to which the operator In turn responds may be Imparted to the system

through changes In air density or movement (turbulence), or they may be

inputs to the system, either external or Internal, which may be termed

abnormal or catastrophic Inputs. Each of these two tyoes Is elaborated in

the naraoraphs below.

The most ;mportant type of aircraft motion which must be Identified

and described Is that of the resoon-e of the aircraft to the normal and

continuously actlnn Inputs to It from the turbulence to which It Is

subjected. In examinlnq this source of motion, Interest Is upon Its

effect upon pilot's ability to carry out the comnensatory control

Activities reauired to direct his aircraft throuqh three-dimensional space.
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In order to direct his aircraft through this space he must exert direct

control over the pitch, roll, and yaw axes of his aircraft, External

forces which tend to force his aircraft from the attitude which he Is

attemptinq to maintain must be sensed by him and corrections made.

The major dis+urbances to his aircraft from these external forcing

+unctions act to disturb the system in pitch, roll and along the z or

heave axis. The operator's sensing of these disturbances can serve as

cues to him In exercising control over the oitch, roll and the yaw axes

and thus null the error. It Is, therefore, Imnortant that the response

characteristics of the system belnn controlled, as It is disturbed In

its operating environment, be Identified and described In a quantitative

ftshlon so that its imoortance to operator control may be determined.

The second type of forcing function Is similar In Its effect to a

turbulence input Dut can be differentlited In that It Is ordinarily not

continuous and may reauire a very rapid but rarely occuring response on

the Dart of the controller, An often cited example of this Is the sudden

loss of power In an outboard englne on a transport type aircraft. In

such a situation the sensed motion may nrovide the operator with the

information necessary for him to make corrective Inputs Into the system.

2.1.2 Control Input Motion

The second major type of motion is that which the system makes In

response to inputs into the controls, The Immediate feedback to the

operator after making a control Innut Is the motion of the system about

the nitch, roll and yaw axes and In response t o changes In oower or

lhrust. An Important source of movement In some systems Is Its response

to the release of stores of various kinds. This response can ne
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conrldnred an external forcina function leadino to a disturbance In the

system to be sensed and controlled by the operator.

It was pointed out in Section I that a highly complex interaction of

variables must be considered In studylna the characteristics of slrulators

"(,4 aircraft. With respect to control movement motion It is believed

necebsarv to point out at this tirre the Importance of the kinesthetic

feedback from the controls and its relationship to motion and visual feed-

tic'-L In trainers and simulators of aircraft. In such systems when the

onerator Is attemptinci to perform a compensatory trackinn task and to

null errors as they occur, a deviation from the standard may come about

as a function o4 eliher a control input or as a result of an externally

anrlied forcinrn function. It Is ;rDortant to the ooerator In his performance

of precise control that he be able to senarate those devlations occurrinn

from external forcinn functions and those occurring as a result of control

r\ovement and that he be able to do this on a proportional basis. That

Is to say that it is necessary for him to learn, based upon kinesthetic

feedback from his control, what deviation to expect for a qlven amount of

control Innut so tha+ 1f simultaneous to hls control Input an external

forcinn function acts either to amnlify or attentuate the deviation he

cmn identifv it and adant his control accordinciv.

2.1.3 "otion as an Lxerimrnntal Variable in the Simulator

One of the majcr deterents to cbtaInIno objective and oeneralizab!e

date with rerpect to the rolationsh;n between motion and performance has

t,enn the lack of si)ecificltv In the definition of motion as an experl-



mental variable. Often no hint of the characteristics of the motion

Platform under investigation Is given. Unless simulator platform motion

is defined In terms and with a metric which allows Its precise

Implementation as an exnerlmental variable or as a desion parameter the

nunstlon of the offpct of motion will remain In limbo.

The basic problem In defining simulator motion Is to establish a

means of measurinn the Physical fact of the motion of a platform so That

the amount of motion can he varied In precise measurable ways and to do

this In a way in which Is meaningful and useful to the simulator design

en 1ineer.

The physical reality of the change in position of a mass such as a

simulator motion platform may be modeled and described mathematically

through description of that chanae In position and the derivatives of that

chanqe. The fidelity problem in simulation is one, first of all, of

determlnlnn whether the channes of position of the platform and the

derivatives of those changes are like those exhibited by the vehicle belno

simulated, i.e., the aircraft. Obviously the simulator does not duplicate

the aircraft with respect to the mannitude of the changes In position.

It may be made t o duplicate the aircraft with respect to certain of

derivatives provided that the results ot the integration of these

derivatives does not exceed some final value, We can do this by setting

Into motion a counter I'orce or motion In the opposite direction come to

be termed "washout".

The capability of a simulator motion Platform for transmitting

movement to the cocknIt and to the pilot may be described Quantltatlvely

In terms of Its ability to reproduce certain rates, accelerations, and
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rates of onset of acceleration exhibited by the aircraft and perceived by

the pilot as Information pertinent to his control of the system. Due to

the limited positional change capability of the simulator, however, the

washback feature must be Incorporated during which the same physical

asnects of motion, I.e., rates, accelerations and rates of onset of

accelerations are Involved. In this case their mapnitudes must be kept

below the percentable limits of the pilot.

The response of the simulator platform may be described as Its

ability to respond to a Piven Input or Impulse to the platform and this

response could be described in terms of the way It moves over time,

Thus, If the platform were driven by a slnusoldal Input with varying

frequency, the output or the way In which the platform followed this

Input could be plotted as a function of time, I.Eo It could be described

in the time domain. This method of looking at the response of the nlat-

form perhaps makes it more clearly understood how a platform, due to Its

particular characteristics, may not follow the Input preclsely. In

part cular, as the Input (the slnusoldal driving function) Increases In

frenuency the platform may fall behind the Input both In terms of the

amplitude and the freauency of Its response, I.e., It will beqin to lao

behind the input. These at+rlbutes of the response of the plaIform to

a slnusoidal inhut may be described In terms of Its frenuency response

and Its phase lac, I.e., It may be described In the frenuencv domain.

An Important consideration in the description of the response of the

motion platform In the frenuency domain Is that of the drlvlnn or forcing

function. A standard method for determlninn the frenuency response of

10



the platform might be as !ndlcated above, I.e., that of driving the plat-

form with a given sinusoldal Input and plotting its response. Thus, a

motion platform could be confloured to respond like the open-loop response

of the aircraft with respect to rates of onset of accelerations,

accelerations, rates and so forth. However, with the simulator platform

an ooposina movement must be Initiated before impractical positional

changes have taken place. Thus, If these opposlng forces ace Initiated

before large rates or positions have occurred the less complex the

platform Is likely to be. The questlon becomes one of whether or not

the platform can be made to provide the pilot with useable motion cues

to his control while It Is limited to low positional and rate changes.

A note of caution must also be sounded with respect to the determination

of the response frequency of the platform throwqh use of an open-loop

drivlng slnusoidal function. The open-loop test is a straight forward

way of determining the transfer function of the device being examined,

I.e., Its ability to follow the Input values and a description of how it

follows. However, If the system Is closed-loop system, I.e#, an operator

(pilot) Is laced wilhin the system, he senses the output and acts upon

It In a particular way. We may find that he Is adding something to his

control which makes the system respond faster than it would appear to

respond In solely open-loop fashion. That Is to say, that the pilot may

anticipate or act upon Information received by him and make Inputs into

the system which provide lead or anticipatory Information. The result

would be to drive the system faster than It would appear to respond under

the open-looo situation. Thus, the frequency response recuired In a



simulator platform might very well be higher than would appear to be

necessary with an open-loon test comparison of the platform with the

aircraft.

In any case, the freauency response method of examining the fidelity

of motion characteristics of a simulator appears to be very feasible and

one which Is useful to the simulator design enoineer. What Is Involved

Is the determination of the upper breakpoint freauency response of the

simulator platform which determines how fast It wlll respond and the

lower breakpoint frecuency which determines in effect how fast It will

washout or return. Past research would Indicate that the upper break-

point freauency of the platform should be, at least, 2.5 hz and the lower

breakpoint frecuency could be as hinh as .5 hz. However, these values

are not well established and a useful research motion platform should be

capable of responding uD to approximately 3.5 hz at the upper breakpoint.

In summary, the description of the fidelltv of simulation variable

for any dimension of motion Is recommended to be the freauency response

of the platform to b standard drlvlng Input. The range of this freauency

Is recommended to be from 0 to 3.5 hz for a research simulator.

2.2 VISUAL DISPLAY VARIABLES

2.2.1 Visual System Designs

All visual simulation systems reaulre that some method be devised to

aenerate an Imane and some method also be devised to display that image.

Taylor et al. have listed four basic approaches to visual simulation, all

oi which Are extant In one form or another In simulators In use today.

These are (a) the model system anproach, (b) the film projection system

12



approach, (c) a system Involving transparency reconstruction, and (d) the

electronic Imaqe ceneration system approach.

The model system Involves the construction of a scale model of a

scene to be simulated. A TV camera or other optical pickup device Is

usually olaced on qlmbals or servo mechanisms located over the model and

the optical pick-ur system then scans the model with the pilot operating

the aircraft controls In the simulator according to the picture displayed.

Film projection systems provide two-dimensional representations of a

three-dimensional scene via motion picture film or film strip.

In transparency reconstruction, accordina to Taylor et al., a constant

hlnh Intensity beam of electrons Is swept In time across the low persistence

screen of a flyinq spot scanner In a specified raster pattern. The raster

Is focused on The transparency which modulates an intensity the lioht

flux passing through It. This time varying flux is detected by light

sensitive photo multipliers which In turn aenerate voltages pronortional

to the Incident liht flux.

Finally, these authors list electronic Image generation. This

Involves the qeneration of a visual Imane by a dlgltal computer system

which has stored the data describinq the visual environment In the

computer memory and solves, In real-time, a mapping transformation

function which defines the environment onto the display or Image plane.

Two thinqs are to be considered concerning the four peneral methods

for generating visual displays. First, any attempt to specify and

ouantify Independernt variables for evaluation and/or generation of a

visual simulation dispi.iy should be Independent of the technipue which

Is called for In the development of the display. That Is, specification

13



of the Indeoendent variables should not be continqent upon whether the

Images are developed from a model or from a transparency, etc. Second,

the imaae, whether it is renerated bv any or all of these four listed above

has certain characteristics which have been addressed by researchers In

times past. It Is to this second point that comments are now directed.

2.2.2 Visual r'Isplay Characteristics

Researchers have nostulated several anproaches to the evaluation of a

visual disnlav. In the evaluation of these displays there seems to be

some consensus with respect to certain criteria which an Imape should

attain In order to be acceptable. A convenlent dichotomy has been proposed

by Roucelot 2, who sunnested that images should exhibit desired charact3r-

Istics of auality and content. Oualitative characteristics he listed were

brightness, resolution, color, +ocus, and contrast. he listed under the I
headinq of content: wide field of view, realism (detail), unrestricted

environment dynamics (e.r., controllable moving objects In the environment)

and unrestricted environment coveraqe. Other researchers (e.q., Rosendahl3

have Indicated that all Images should meet some criterion of resolution.

He has supnested that In addition to resolutlon, sharpness of the optical

Imaoe Is Imnortant. He went further to suggest that acutance, which Is

the normalized mean souare average of the slope of an edne trace, Is a

much better expression of Image sharpness. Other researchers and/or

documents (see for example the ATA Vlsual Simulatlon Sub-Committee

recommendations for vH;ual specifications for today's simulator ) also

sneak of such characteristics as brightness, resolution, contrast,

distortion, nersrectlve, etc.
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The use of Rouoelot's dichotomy Is a convenient way to demonstrate

that there are certain characteristics of a visual disnlay which have to

do with the iuality of that disrlav while there are certain oth(-"

characteristics of this display which identify the Irraqe or disnlay content.

Further research into the backoround of this dichotomy (see for example

Taylor et al.) indicates that Iaine nuality characteristlcs such as

brinhtness, rosolution, sharýness, contrast, dfstortion and persoective

are reasonably well nuanti+ied and certain recommendations can be made

to the ennlneer with respect to the amount of, say, distortion which should

be nermlsslbtle in a qiven visual diispla,. IT IS the anroach here that

there are othrnu- %ualltative chtaracteristics of a visual Olsplay such

that one would exnect ontimum persrective, little or no distortion,

contrast within a sneci+ied ranqe, a certain qharnness lev-l on the nart

of the visual disnlav and a disolav 1hat meels sorme criterion for

resolution and 3rInhtness. Therefore, the major emphasis in this report

has been on those variables which coild be subsurrea under a headina of

Imare Content.

A second rpason for oursuing variables under the heading o4 Imane

Content could be exDlained on the basis of the fact that these variables

are not covered to any creat extent In the literature. Thus, It Is diffi-

cult to provide the desinn enolneer with data in nuantitative forr which

accurately and adenuately defines the content which a visual Image should

possess for a nlven simulation renuirement,

it Is pronosed that Thosp variables to he considered initially under

the headinn Inane Content are: detail, complnxity (number of objects per

unil area), riiailsn,, and ttixture.
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2.2.3 Imane Content nuantificatlon

There are two approaches to the auantIfIcatlon of the variables listed

under the headlna Inage Content. It Is nossible to specify a given content

variable and propose the metric to be used to vary that variable along some

continuum. It Is also possible that one might experiment, as It were, with

the variable In terms of qualitative differences In the variable to make

some determination as to whether this variable merits further study. That

Is, some variables may be added, deleted, or changed as a function of the

exnerimental conditions surroundinn them. For that reason, some of the

vari~l.ýf proposed have more precise definitions and a more precise metric

than other variables and exploratorv studies are needed before a final

Judoment Is made to Include or exclude these variables.

The conventional annroach to the specification of these Imaae content

variables would dictate that one need merely count the number of objects

within a alven visual scene In order to describe the content of that Imace.

However, this particular approach Is lacking In that It Is difficult to

establish a rule or model on which to base the number of 1Iven objects one

mlcht Include in a alven scene. That Is to say, one needs a rule for

Inclusion or exclusion of a oiven object or type of object within the

scene. In adaltlon, detail and image content are confounded in that one

miaht establish the relative degree of Image content on some scale from

hlah to low and on the basis of the amount of detail Judged to be present

In a visual scene. Thus, e scene rated as having a high amount of detail

would be Judned as Dossessinn a hlqh level of Imaae content. On the other

hand, a scene with very little detail would be judoed to be very low In

Imaie content. This may be one case of a more neneral condition hut It
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does not lend itself to auantlflcation or description as an Independent

variable due to the fact that one has no convenient metric for the

Inclusion or exclusion of a aiven object or number of objects In the

scene. It is also the case that a scene with very low detail could be

judaed as possessing a high level of content. That Is to say, one mlqht

see a nreater number of objects in a given field with a low level of

detail per object. Because of this a paradlnm Is developed in the

followlnn discussion that disnenses with the notion of Image content in

the sense of the number of objects recuired in a alven scene and approaches

the cateqpory of Imane content on the basis of the cues reaulred for the

nilot to accomDllsh one of the several cateqorles of maneuvers reauired of

him. Figure 2.1 Is a block diagram of the paradigm which shows two stages

based on the type of Information reoulree to accomplish a particuiar tasK.

These stages are predicated on the notion that the pilot reouires two

kinds of visual Information In order to accomplish his task; position

Information and rate Information. The paradigm Itself was developed out

of a model for visual discrimination (Thlelges & Vatheny 5) which analyzes

the visudl scene external to the aircraft In terms of persDective geometry.

That is, a picture plane is chosen to lie coincident with the aircraft

windscreen and DgrDendicular to the eye line of regard so that an external

referent Is projected :n this olane. Simultaneously an Internal referent

exists on the plane. Thus, the external and internal referents Ile In

juxtaoosition one to the other and the essential task of the pilot Is to

detect perturbations of tho vehicle on the basis of the relationship or

change In the relationship of the Internal and external referents on this

nicture plane.
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Required
In Task Used InformatIon

Stane Imaqe For Obtained

System of Detection & Posltion
I. internal & External Identification

Referents of
External
Referent

Surface & Identification Position
2. Sky A &

Texture Tracking Rate Info,

Flqure 2.1 Proposed Two-Staoe Visual Cue Paradigm.

Referrina to Figure 2.1, the first staqe Indicates that If one Is

given a system of referents (in this case the internal and external

referents alluded to above) one may obtain position information from the

juxtaposition of these referents and this juxtaposition will serve then

for the detection and Identification of an external referent. Alternately,

the first staoe considers the task of the pilot to be detection and

Identification of some external referent which Is usual ly in the form of

objects or scenes or tarnets within the field of view. This paradlam Is

independent of the maneuver renuired of the operator, I.e., whether It Is

to be take-off and landinn, formation fliCht, etc. A olven task moiht be

to Identify an external object which would be desianated the external referent

(EP) and which thn pilot must identify and act uoon. Identification of the

external referent reoulres position Information with respect to that exiernal

referent. For example, if the pilot were rerulred to join un with another

aircraft for formation *iiiht the EIP in the Plven field would he the

aircraft with which the pilot must Join. Thus, a system of external
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referents Is renuired In order to provide nosition Information to accomplish

the tasks of detection and Identification of an external referent to which

at some later time some meanino will be attached.

The second staqe discusses an additional tasK in addition to

identification; namely, tracking. In order to track a referent external

to an aircraft the pilot Is renuired to have some type of rate data to

olve him lead or predictive information. In this case rate data could

he provided bv surface or skv texture. These textures can be Identified

or defined as the textures of either the ground surface or, In the case

of ioininq un with an additional aircraft In formation flfght, the air-

craft itself or other obJects in the immediate vicinity of the pilot.

T.o recapitulate, the paradigm of image content for a given visua!

disolay has two parts wnich are divided on the basis of wnether the

individual must identify or whether he must track a glven object within

the scene. If detection and identification Is the task then the subject

needs positioning information which is provided by objects in the field.

If the Individual must then track these objects it Is necessary to have

rate information which can be provided by surface or sky texture. It

shouid be noted at this point that for an individual to accompllsh a

given visual task he will be both 'dentifylna and tracking an external

referent. Therefore, his task is actually one of time sharing between

Identification and tracking In a ayver maneuver and this maneuver

dictates whether he is to spend most of his time identifying or most of

his time trackino.

Finally, In its simplest form the model states tnaf the two stages

nrovide Information for detection and Identification throuch a system of
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Internal and external referents and provldes for detection of rates

through surface or sky texture, Although the model Is incomplete It Is

convenient as a vehicle to test the first list of proposed variables,

namely detail, complexily, realism and texture. Further, It is necessary

to test these variables, In part because it Is doubtful that one would

find visual simulation systems acceptable which do not have a modicum of

face validitv. It Is perhans necessary that displays show or proJect

imaces of what the pilot expectE to see in the so-called real world

sltuation, even If these add nothino of value to the traning situation.

2,2.4 Imaoe Content Variables

Cormplexity of cont.snt is operationally defined as the number of

ohjects per unit area. Complexity, In the qeneral sense, simply means

how cluttered the Image Is. It is nertlnent to our neneral model In that

one can vary the level of complexity as defined above and thereoy test

certain tenents of the model with respect to embedding externa( referents

In the Image, placinn the requirement on the nilot-observer to detect and

identify the external referent and then act upon It. As such, complexity

is one of those variables which was suggested earlier as one which should

first take a cateqorical or qualitative form for further exploration,

That is, one should not expect at the outset to be able to cuantify the

variable complexity without f~rst iovestiqatlnq complexity on some molar

level to make determinaTions as to what particular characteristics or

parts of +his variable comolexity are amenable to ouantIfication. Simply

stated, a scene with a standard unit area which has relatively few objects

discernible within that area would be considered a scene with a low level

of complexity. In contrast a scene with a unit area which has a larqe
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number of objects discernibie within this area would be judqed a scene a

hinh level of complexity. For purposes of Initial study, therefore, It Is

oreferable to consider complexity in terms of catenories of hich and low

levels (or simnle vs. compflex) with the relative numbers of objects with-

In a niven unit area operationally definina these categories, The out-

come of experimentation with this variable Is such that the variable would

ortve to be either a meaninoless term or one which could be explored further

with ultimate ruantificatlon of the objects In terms perhaps of optimum,

minimum, and maximum requirements for the number of objects within a given

unit area, not only on the basis of what Is necessary and sufficient but

what Is ludned to be accentable to the observer.

Coincident with the construct complexlity one needs also to consider

the notion of reall sm. Realism, ner se, of a olven image Ts actually a

meaninoless term. In one sense it mlnht be said that there Is no such

thino as a realistic scene. This is, at least, partly true from an

objective noint of view owinq nrlmarily to the fact that realism Is a

two-pronoed term. It depends Partly on 'the content or complexity of

the niven scene and partly on the percePtual characteristics of the

observer in terms of his c•ercertual set, central nervous system mechanisms,

and perinhp.ral receptors. lIl of this is io say that the observer brinas

with him to the visual scene certain expectancies as to what the scene

should he like and these expectancies dictate what Is f iure .nd what Is

qround. Also, these exnectancies will serve somewhat to reject or accept

a niven szcne which defines it as more or less realistic and these are as

much Individual idiosyncrasies and situational exn.ctancles as they are

idiosyncrasles Inherent In 1he inven scene Itself. However, It Is ro;slble

in dichotomize the type scone Into a realistic scene and a stylized scene,.
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The realistic scene Is that which approaches the natural scene. For example,

a tree that looks like a tree. Wh.-reas the stylized scene would be a scene

in which an object is representative of a given natural object but does

not necessarily look precise!v like the object. For examnle, here a pole

with a circle or sphere on top would be Iden1ified as tree. A second

illustration would he that In which a stylized drawinn of a triangle is

Identified as an airplane while the actual picture or aenerated dlsplav

of an airnlane with characteristics makinci ;t look like an airnlane (1ie.,

winqs, emnennane, etc., ) would be the more realistic of the two. Obviously

this reaulres iudqmenT on the part of pliots or other aroups of people to

cateaorize qiven pictures, objects, etc. as beinn either more or less

stylized or more or less realistic.

The nuestion is nixt raised as to what texture Is to represent and

how texture itself Is t. be represented In the scene. Texture is another

of these variables which would require a molar approach In the Initial

stanes In order to make some determination as to later ouantiflcation for

purposes of definition. At this point, to illustrate the qeneral variable,

one minht propose that texture could be dichotomized Into those texture

which are stochastic and those which are deterministic. This, of course,

would allow for experimentation on the basis of whether a texture was

stochastic, I.e., natural or random or deterministic.

Accordinqi to Pickett6 texture mmy be defined In two oulte different

ways: as an abstract optical desln and as a visible propertv of materials.

1here are advantanes to each definition and the abstract definition provides

a basis for the nurely mathematical or statistical specification of texture
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and yields a firm basis for agreement on what the stimulus Is that we are

talking about, according to Pickett. Considering the variable, texture,

It could be said that it is perhaps one of the more Important variables to

be included for Investigation in the category of Image content. This Is

because texture perception provides basic, physical Information with regard

to the size, shape, position, and orientation of objects, surfaces and other

batches of visible substance (cf Pickett 6 ). Further, there are some

Indications that where molar patterns of color, shadinn, or shape are

minimized or totally absent, texture may be a very critical source of

Information for determininn the shape of a surface and the position and

orientation of ob~jects. Certainly It has proven useful in providing

information about the relative distance of objects and parts if objects

from the viewer. For these reasons and for others which might be derived

readily, it Is apparent that texture Is an Important variable to be

researched In any study of Images of visual simulation, particularly In

providing rate information.

The variable that has lent Itself to a more precise auantiflcation Is

the variable of detail. Two approaches have been taken for the cuantification

of this variable In visual simulation. The approach that has been used by

General Electric In their computer Image generations has been that detail

mfinht be specified In terms of ranae, They have Indlcated that In switching

from model levels of detail, range Is the prlnclple criterion and they have

established range limiTs which would be used to specify the amount of

detail which Is required, This Is based primarily on the fact that

as distance from buildlnns or other objects Is increased the small

features become qulte small on a dlstplay screen and when they become
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cormparable to the display element size they no lonler provide visual

cues of any sigrilflcance. Thus, level of detail, as it were, fades as

the subiective distance from the displayed object is Increased. As an

illustration, they propose that the first level of detail mlcht be for

close proximity un to about 1,000 ft distances from the object, a second

level mioht be used from 1,000 to 3,000 ft, a third level from 3,000 to

12,000 ft. They sualest that beyond 12,000 ft the object would no lonqer

be selected for processing.

As an alternative to the G.E. approach this study examined the concept

that detail may be quantified in terms of the number of faces crossed by a

horizontal line in the central viewinn area of the display. AddItionally,
A

the averepe number of places for adjacent lines may be used as a ae-atlvely

stable measure over different scenes. For a scene descrlbearby Tile edges

boundina faces, the number of stoD-after-start edoes Is '; count of the

number of faces and hence is also a reasure of detail. Usino the computer

aone rated dIsplay as an example, the number of stops-after-starts per lIne

or averaene number of lines wlll descrIbe the amount of detail of the Imane.

It should be emphasized that this says nothine about the so-called

meanInnfulness or realism of the cdiplay, Also, this should apply enually

to any method or system of display nresonta+iorn, be It computer Imane

neneratlon or f Ip'. dlsrl!y.

Fleuro 2.2 Is a block diararn of a neneralized experimental deslqn of

the type which could he used to test the variables subsumed under the

headinq of Imane Content. As can be seen In this desiln several approaches

may be taken to the empirical study of the variables. For example,
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before a final Inclusion of a nattern or tyne of texture one mlaht nerform

severii exnerlments to determine an optimal stochastic texture and optimal

deterministic texture which could then be comnared with a no texture

situation under two levels of realism, !.e., a realistic design versus a

stylized desin. The satre general approach might be taken for the variable

realism in that several exneriments might be accomnlishnd In the laboratory

to determine the level of realism versus the level of stvllzation which

mlaht be used in an overall deslin in the same way as with texture. Ohviously,

It Is reasonable to assume that any of these variables other than the foir

main effects of film, transDarpncy, model, and electronic image neneration

miqht be used in the same way. That is, the variables could be explored

Indenendentlv before inclusion in this final overall desian,

The deslgn also allows for the testing of the variables listed in the

four Imaoe gencration aporoaches. Thus, If electronic Image generation Is

available a5 Is the case with the ASUPT nronram then this slice may be

taken from the neneral design and tested. Other designs might be tested In

other ways at other riaces or if the general simulator configuration will

allow films, transparencies, and models minht also be Included for final

testinn. Thus, the design allows for the testinq of method of presentation

alonn with the content variables listed In order to test both main effects

and the interactions o4 display type, texture, the amount of complexity,

the amount of detail and whethpr the Image should he stylized or realistic.

It should he emrhasized once anain that variables listed at this

time In this experimental desinn are not proposed as the ulirmate

variables. At some noint In a testino proqram It mlqht be manifest that



these variables are meaningless insofar as experimentatlon Is concerned

and that one or more than one of these mloht add very little to the

overall consideration of imaoe content, However, on balance It is

felt that these variatles do merit at least a orelimlnary 1nvestigation

as to their Importance In the overall scheme of Imaqe Presentation for

visual simulations.

Another consideration which has not been presented in Finure 2.2 Is

that each of these blocks could be tested also In the various. maneuvers

which the pilot will be required to accomplish in the simulator. Taylor

et al. in their study to determine requirements for undergraduate pilot

traininq simulation systems Indicated that there are various maneuvers

which will be required of the nilot to include taxiing, take-off and climb,

anproach and landinq, air work and aerobatics, formation flvinn, navigation

and low level flyina, and nloht flylnq. To adec:uately determine the

effects and make final determinations as to workable content varlables,

the desinn needs to be tested under selected maneuvers, It Is most probably

true that certain of these variables havo oreater Imoortance for maneuvers

such as take-off and climb and approach and landinq and tnat there would

be an Interaction wit'- the maneuver type and the general content of the

visual imaqe. For example, niqht flying would likely recuire litt!e or

no texture t-ut would reulre the Inclusion of point I nht souces, while

take-off and clirm perhaps would reoulre a moderate to complex content

and a moderate amount cf detail with some sort of texture presented either

realisticallv or stylized. Thus, maneuvwr becomes an Important variable

to be considered whon aorlvlnq the overall exnerimental design to make
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some determination as to the exact content which should be Included In

the visual imane.

2.2.5 [stablishinn the Trainee's Visual Fnvironment

The trainee's vlsual environment as used In this context Is that

solid visual anole or area which he samples as he performs the various

traininn maneuvers. It particularly includes the objects and noInts

unon which he fixates In the performance of these maneuvers. In light of

the emphasis uron the visual display content variable it was deemed

hinhly desirable to obtain pilot's eye fixation data durinq tralninn

maneuvers for use in descrihinq the visual content variable In simulation

research and postulatinr ways of auantlfvino It.

The increased interest in simulatinn the nilot's visual environment

has focused attention ucon ways of doterminirna what the dispiav should

contaIn. One source of data has been eye movement records of pi lots

performlnq renresentative flIlnht reqlImes with eye movement recordinq devices.

It apnears feasible to obtain data from which to olot the solid viewing

anile of the nilot and to obtain information about his sources of

control Information. Therefore, during the course of this project It

was recommended that rucords of the eye movements of the Air Force under-

araduate pilot instructors be obtained for use in definino the visual

environment necessary for the trainee.

In col lectinri visual envircment data It was recommended that given

maneuvers he accomplished by experienced instructor pilots with Immediate

playhack and review of the maneuver. There were two major reasons for

recommendinn an Interview and review of the record as soon as possible after

hI hu maneuvers viere performed. Fi'rst, the eye movement recorder recommended
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for use was eouirped with a 600 fIeld of view lens. Since the observer

has the capabillit of extendinn his own visual ileld of view beyond that

noint throuogh nerioheral vision, it is quite probable that information Is

available and utilized by the pilot which Is not recorded. The Interview

and review of thp record should cover this cossibility, I.e., the extent

that the ni lo can recall or elaborate upon Peripheral cues which were

not visible in the recording.

Second, althouch the line of regard of the eilot can he established

with the Pve move-ent recorder recor-mended this would not establish the

fact of the object or area on which the eve was focused. That Is to say,

that the eve restinr, uron an object would not necessarily mean that It

was focused u'en it. The pilot should review the recordinp, therefore,

and identify wýat objects or ireaq he was focused upon durinn his points

of recorded fixation.

Documentation of eve Point data In the total field of view was seen

not only as beinn of material assistance In describlin and operatlonally

defining the content variable for visual display research but could be

utilized in other orocirams. For example, the data could be used directly

by instructor pilots in directinn the students attention to partlcular

informational area In the visual field durina training. PrImarIly,

however, the records in the Inter,'ews were Intended to play an Important

Part in establirhinn th: ontimal field of view and the Imane content for

the maneuvers recorded. These data were then to be used to structure

excerimeni-s deallno with the reculrements for visual simulation In ground

based trainers.
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The role of the eye movement recordinns in an overall simulator

research pronram Is shown dianramatical Iv in FInure 2.3. An NAC Eye

Mark Reco.-der was obtained bv Life Sciences, Inc. and transferred to the

Human Resources Laboratory, Flving Traininn Division, AFSC, at Williams

Air Force Base, Arizona. There HRL/FT personnel developed a means for

obtainino and recordino oilots' eye movements durinn flight. However,

development and use of the technique did not nronress beyond this stape

and no data were obtained which could be used in the identification of

visual display content.

2.3 10TION-VISIOPN INTEPACTION

The prohler, of the interaction between information Drovided by the

visual external world display and the motion platform is a dual one.

In the first case, lack o+ correspondence between the two sources of

Information cause severe problens to the pilot in his control of the

system and orovido a poor learning situation. This is particularly true

when the synchronization between the Information from the two sources Is

lacking. Indications from other systems are that as little as 100 milli-

seconds of time lari between the motion Information and T-hat provided by

the visual system nresents severe diff!culties for control of the system.

In the second case, the recuIred degree of fidelity of motion may not be

as stringent if a nood display system Is nresent. It is a testable

hynothesi5 that sllht rates of onset of motion when combined with good

visual display Drovlde3 percentually realistic Information for control

of the svstem. That is, the requirements for a high fidelity motion system

is lessened with a noed visual system.
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2.3.1 The Effective Time Constant Concept

The motion-vision interaction problem has been examined In the light

of the effective time constant (te) concept developed by Matheny and

7.
Norman in connection with the description of psychomotor behavior. Under

this concept a testable hypothesis Is that the efficiency of control

behavior is a function of the time lao between the initiation of the control

response and the Immediacy of Information feedback of the results of that

response to the controller. The feedback may come throtiah any of the human

senses but in control of moving systems the primary ones are those of

motion and vision. For systems with freauency responses In the range of

aircraft, the motion senses perceive rates of onset of accelerations and

accelerations of the system in advance of those changes In the system which

are capable of being. nercelved by the visual sense. Thus, when the pilot

Is flylng on instruments in which the Index which he Is controlling may

move very little oer unit displacement of the aircraft compared to the

outside visual display, the motion cues are sensed well ahead of their

visual counterparts. When one moves from Instrument to contact flight

the pain of the visual display is tremendously increased. For example,

changes in aircraft pitch mav be sensed in the contact scene much more

nuicklv than throunh watching the ar t lflcal horizon. The increased gain

In the visual display makes apparent any discrepancies between the motion

and the visual information and, in particular, any lack of synchronization

or phase differences between the two.

The effective time constant of a man-machine system is a function of

the threshold value of the sensory mode of the operator. Rate of onset

and acceleration Information are perceived by the motion sensors well In
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advance of the rate and po=Itlon Information sensed by the visual modality.

However, changes in gain In visual display can lower the visual thresholds

for detectina these movements which is In the case In high resolution large

contact JIsplays. However, those characteristics of the contact visual

display which tend to occlude its resolution and ralie the threshold of

detection on the Dart of the operator wll Increase the effective time

constant and can be hypothesized to Increase his dependence upon motion

cues.
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3.0 MEASUREPAENT AND METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Since one of the responsibl ities under the overall programr, was the

design and detailed description of experiments relevant to the exnerlmental

cuestions, much consideration was olven to certain methodolonical problems

underivlnn this type of research. These nroblems fall under the general

headings of (I) classical transfer of tralnlng oaradigm versus performance

equivalence exnerimen+ation, (2) performance measurement, and (3)

economical experimental designs.

Transfer of trainlno research has the coal of producing Information

which will be usefui in dei :.ns reaar-ina the cost effectiveness of

trainina methods, procedures and devices. What is sounht Is maximlzing

(I) the efficiency of the training system and (2) the transfer of train-

inn between that system and the criterion system. tMaximum effectiveness

of +he trainlna system Is sought with a milnimum comolexity of trainlnq

nrocedures and equipment (particularly the simulator). Once the efficiency

and e&fectiveness of the trainlna system has been determined Its cost

effectiveness can be calculated throunh Incorporation of current cost

Information.

It has been traditional to evaluate a traininq system solely on the

basis of the denree to which trainlng In that system transfers to the

criterion system. The Importance of separatinq for study the questlons

of the effectiveness of the training system and the amount of transfer

from that system to the criterion system has traditionally not been

emphaslzoe, 7he approach taken In this present work was to take advantage

of the capabilities of the ASUPT to develop It Into a criterion system

equivalent to the T-37 training aircraft In terms of pilot performance,
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Research aimed at determining the most effective methods and media for

training would then use ASUPT as 'the criterion system. That Is to say

that the full capability ASUPT In which performance Is equivalent to

the T-37 would be used to determine those minimum characteristics of the

simulator sufficient for training In particular units or phases of

instruction, procedures, Instructor-student interaction and automated

training techniques can be studied In the ASUPT to arrive at the most

efficient trainino system. The training systems thus derived for

particular units or lphaseb ..f Instruction could then be used In a small

number of transfer of trainina experiments to determine their effectiveness

in training for the final criterion system - the T-37 aircraft.

The concept of efficient and effective training systems is Ilius-

trated when two different training systems result In the same transfer of

training to the criterion system but accomplish the training through

different methods, procedures or training equipment. One training

system may be much more efficient than the other In terms of Its use of

trainee and Instructor time, complex equipment and procedures. Conversely,

two equally efficient training systems may exhibit differential transfer

to the criterion system. That Is to say, that a student might progress to

critcr'lon performance in one system as auickly and efficiently as In

another, however; the two systems may not be equivalent In terms of the

transfer of the traln'ng from them Into the criterion system.

The distinction between the efficiency of the training system and the

degree to which training In that system transfers to The criterion system

Is a concept which Is fundamental to the experimental approach and
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methodoloay being develoned in this work. It Is contendud that the

classical transfer of tralnino experiment, aside from Its other In-

conveniences, Is not an effective method for determininq the efficiency

of the trainina system. This can best be done after establishing

Performance enuivalence between the ASUPT and the T-37 aircraft and then

usinq ASUFT as the criterion system. The more classical transfer of

tralninn exnorlments would then be limited to the final ounstion of the

deqree of transfer to be obtained from maximally efficient system derived

from research usinq the performance equivalence approach. Further, and

.iust as importantly, the Performance equivalence procedure may be used to

evalua+e the adenuacy with which any piven simulator rooresents the air-

craft in terms of renuired control behavior.

3.1 CLASSICAL TPANJFER OF TRAIING F'APADIG,,

The classical transfer of traininn experiment Is designed to deter-

mine the differences in training time on the criterion task as a result

of training In two different situations. Tvplcally, time to attain

criterion in the crlterlon task after tralnino under an experimental

condition is compared to conventional "rrainina. It Is Important to note

that in sFttirin up thi) new or experimentai training system numerous

alternatives with respect to simulator conflnuratlon, trainlna methods,

nrocedures and curricula will have been considered and chosen amonn.

The classical iransfer cf traininn paradlrrn offers only a very expenslve

means ot determininq which combination of these Is the most efficIent for

attainino that level of performance which may be set as a nrereciulsite

for transferrlnn to the operational system.
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It Is Important to examine the problem of deciding what the experi-

mental confinuration of the training simulator should be In the classical

transfer of tralnina paradlom, Before such an experiment can be perforred

it is necessary to define the ranne and levels of the simulator variables

to be used in the experiment in a manner congruent with the verceptual

capabilities of the human operator, It Is necessary to determine over

what ranne an" physically defined parame+er of the simulator Is perceptable

to the operator and, within this ranqe what the discriminable Intervals of

that narameter are,

By way of example, It Is possible to define a range of simulator

platform motion and to designate various levels of categories within that

ranae which may be considered as levels of the experimental varlab!o. At

the same time, however, those Intervals which have been decided upon on the

basis of some physically measurable parameter of motion may be indistinpuls-

able to the human ooerator. Thus, each classical transfer of training

experiment dealinn with characteristics of the tralnina simulator should

looically be preceded by experiments establishlno the perceptual ranne

and discrimInable Intervals of the physical variable under study.

The suqqested alternative to the classical transfer of training

naradlqm is that which we have termed the performance eaulvalence approach.

This anproich concept is discussed In the following section.

3.2 THE PERFOPWANCE EOUIVALFNC[ RESEARCH APPROACH

As stated In the noovious section the classical transfer of trainlug

experiment Is time consuminn, oxnenslvp and subject to a number of

constrainrs. If one apoarently reasonable assumption Is made, the need
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for the classical transfer experlment may be eliminated. This assumption

Is that the transfer of traininn between the simulator and the aircraft

will be hinh and posltlve if the simulator Is eauivalent to the aircraft

in terms of performance reulrements on the onerator. This means that

the measured man-machine system output and the operator performance or

Input Into the simulator controls are not different from those exhibited

In the aircraft during the performance of given maneuvers under given

conditions. How performance enulvalence is established and what It means

both In terms of determining the reaulrements for the trainino simulator

and its usefulness in research deallna with tralnina methods Is the subject

of this section.

The performance epulvalence aporoach to the transfer of training

problem requires that the performance of both the man-machine system and

the operator be determined in the criterion vehicle. In the case of

motion-vision research with the ASiJPT this criterion vehicle Is a T-37

tralnina aircraft. The performance measures for the man-machlne system

and the operator which are renulred In order to establish performance

eruivalence are discussed In Section 3.3 below.

Once oerformance equivalence has been determined over the range of

aircraft maneuvers of Interest and under reoresentative conditions of

other varlabls, e.a., turbulence, the performance equivalent simulator

may be used for two disTinct purposes. These are (I) the determination

of the minimum set of characteristics of the simulator which are

enulvalent In terms of performance to the aircraft and (2) Its use as a

criterion system In research on the most efficient methods of training,
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simulator utilization, Instructor-student Interaction, student motivation,

and a host of other Important tralninn nuestions.

It is not suqpested that the rnerformancP eaulva!ence approach to the

transfer of trainino nuestion will result in that conflouration of the

simulator which will maximize transfer of traininq since It Is nulte

possible that sirnulator characteristics which are much more "difficult"

to control micht result 'n a greater amount of transfer to the criterion

aircraft. At the same tire, however, such a simulator riaht not De the

conf!nuration which is best for most efficient tralnlng In the traininq

system.

The performance equlvalerce approach is recommended for establishing

the basic or minimum characteristics for the t-ralnlnq simulator and, using

this e'uivalent system, the establishina of the most effective combinations

of methods, procedures and other traininq media for brlnging the trainee

to criterion performance in the training system. This training system

could then be used In a definitive transfer of tralninq exDeriment to

determine the savinas in aircraft tralnina time brought about through

uslnn the tralninn system.

3.3 PLROR'ANAJCE "EASUREULNT

One of the first ouestlons to be answered In the comnarlson of two

systems usinq performanze eruivalence Is the manner In which the

nerformance Is measured. Traditional measures for system output exist

and a good deal Is known about their Inter-relatlonships. In the air-

craft svstem such measures as altitude, airspeed, rate of climb and bank

and oitch anole are measures which reflect the performance of the man-

machine norLnation. (Those, •ystem output measures are shown as !,ýP In

I.
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Finure 3.1) As the human operator moves from one system to the other he

can adant, within limits, to the control renuirements of the system In

L~CONTROLS TDISPLAYS

ýMAýN

Figure 3.I Performance Measurement Points (MP) In the Man/Machlne System

order to make it perform to a certain level of system output. (The operator's

control input behavior Is Shown as t.4PI In Flqure 3.1.) For example, the

trained rilot can adapt to the nulte dissimilar control renuirements of a

helicopter and a fixed wing aircraft In producing the same system output

for the two vehicles. That is to say that he can adapt his control behavior

nuite markealv in order to make the vehicles perform In Identical fashion.

Slmllarilv the operator of an automobile can adapt his control Input behavior

to successfull', cone with the differences In steerina ratio and response

d,/namics of the larqe pissenner vehicle and the small sports car, It

should bo noted here that this adaptive behavior Is critical to transfer

of tralninn. The transfer of trainln-I literature and experience Indicate

that nosltive transfer of tralnInq can and does take place from a vast
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variety of sources and modes of training. These range from cognitive

rehearsal to practice In the actual aircraft. The central point is that

the trainee can adapt his renertoire of behaviors to the reouirements of

the svster" but adaptation takes time. The morp nearly his learned responses

are IIk. those renulred In the criterion system the less the AdantatIon

time will be exnected to be. The traininn literature also Indicates that

the trainpe would exnerlence nreater difficulty In adantinn to a

channred resronsp than to a chanond stlmulus. Thus, the importance of

attention to the control Input hehavior heipn shaped hy a olven trainInn

device can not ho overemphasized.

'-esuros which reflect how the oerato., adapts his control behavior to

channes in the control element dynL-ics have been the subject of Investiration

for some tirme althounh not as intensively as have system output measures,

r)ne of the earliest serious efforts in this reqard was the work of Fitts,

Bennett and Bahrick * Fitts et al. were Interested in descriptions nf the

trackinn control behavior of the operator In closed-loop dynamic systems.

f'uch of the work concerned with operator input behavior has followed the

example of Fitts and has looked at ways of describinq the frenuency and

extent of the operator's control Inputs. A summary of these Investipatlons

9
is contained in the report by Matheny prepared and presented durlnp the

course of this project..

iOurino the course of this project a areat deal of effort was

concentrated upon an attempt to gather data to develop operator output

measures and test the feasibility of the performance enulvalence concept.

Pn unusual notentlal for doinn this was afforded by the existence of an
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instrumented T-37 training aircraft and the ASUPT simulator system for

that aircraft.

As indicated in the Introduction to this report an overall program

of ollot tralninn research in rotlon and visual display simulators has

a major aim of this project. The major features and Interrelationship

of the pronram deveioped during this project is shown in Flure 3.2.

Wh le this nronram is discussed in more detail in Section 4.3 it is

nresented here to Indicate the pivotal role desianed to be olayed by the

data collected from the T-37 aircraft.

As shown in Firure 3.2 one of the firs" stens In comparInq the ASUPT

and T-37 aircraft systems was to collect data In both the aircraft and

the ASUPT. From these data the quantitative description of the pilots

control behavior in ftyinq the aircraft was proJected to be developed for

use in makinn a nerformance equivalence comparison to the ASUPT.

The collectina of data in the T-37 aircraft was troubled by both

administrative and Instrumentatlon problems. Administrative problems

centered primarlly unon where the fllqhts would be flown, I.e., Wrlaht-

Patterson Air Force Base or Willlams Air Force Base. The obvious Instru-

mentation oroblems were surmounted -'Ithout preat difficulty. Others could

not be detected and isolated until the detailed analysis of the data was

undertaken. These problems are discussed in Appendix A which deals with

the analyses conducted within the limited time frame left for such analysis

after T-37 aircraft data collection was accomplished.

Data from the ASUPT for use in comparlng the ASUPT and T-37 system was

limited to one flipht due to a number of technical problems, prloritlqs and
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coordination with on-oolng activities at Human Resources Laboratory,

Flyina Traininq Division.

In summary of the nroqress in developing measures of pilot comtrol

behavior and test of the performance equivalence concept, while date

was collected in the T-37 aircraft, certain instrumentation anomalies

were present in the data which renuire more extensive data handling before

analvsls than was expected. The potential usefulness of the data Is as

ereat as orieinaliy anticipated for developina descriptions of pilot

behavior. With respect to comparisons with ASUPT these are placed In

doubt by the unexpected report by key personnel workinn with ASUPT that

it could not be modified to accommodate the tests necessary. Althouqh

this conclusion needs further examination the necessary time was not

available to make pronress in this area.

The concept of performance equivalence can not be said to have been

tested from the data analysis conducted to the time of writInn this

report. Delays In collectinn the aircraft data allowed time for only the

beginninn analysis described In Aopendix A. These analyses Indicate that

more complete analysis would he most fruitful for (I) IdentlfyInn the

descrintive coefficients for the pilots behavior useful for makIno

comparisons between aircraft and simulator, (2) dellneatInq the conditions

under which ASUPT measu-es should be taken for studying comparability of

the two svstems, (3) provldlnn normative data as to expected student

criterion performance for both system outnut and operator Input measures

and (4) provide operator Input measurement techniques for use In developing

tenching techniuess, either conventional or adaptive, which concentrates

upon shapina the trainees control Input behavior.
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4.0 MOTION-VISION RESEARCH PROGRAM

The Investiatlon of vision, motion and their Interactive effects was

considered as an overall oroqram of research in which the ASUPT system

would nlav the major role. In brief, the ASUPT system was nroposed to be

made equivalent to the T-37 aircraft In terms of pilot behavior required

to perform certain maneuvers to specified criteria. The maximum canabillty

of the ASUPT would be utilized In adjusting Its parameters to confioure

It so that thp pilot control reaulroments were the same as those aculired

In the aircraft, The overall proaram Is shown dlagramatlcally In Figure

2.3, Pane 31.

The senuence of studies was designed to Investigate first the motion

characteristics of the simulator with only Internal instruments as visual

displays. This was done because It was felt that the application of the

performance ecuivalence concept should be first applied to the situation

In which the experimental variables, I.e., motion of the simulator , could

be specifically defined with the visual display of Information Identical

to that of the aircraft. This approach was also coincident with the schedule

of delIver', of ASUPT eaulpment and Its avaIlabIlIty for research,

As pointed out In Section 2.0 the characteristics of the motion

Imparted to the system by the external forcing function of turbulence

Is of extreme Importance in the study of motion cues. As shown In

Flnure 2.3 the T-37 aircraft data was desined to be used In the deter-

mination of these forcino functions as Indicated In the block entitled

"Pilot ý'otion Environment In the T-37." These data were then to be used

In the definition of motion parameters and their Imnlementation In the

ASUPT system as discussed earlier. The block entitled "Describe
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Aircraft-Pilot System In Figure 2.3 and that entitled "Compare Aircraft

and ASUPT" indicates the steps and Investinations discussed under Methodology

and Kleasurement Considerations In Section 3.0. Based upon these data the

adJustment of AS(JPT to be equivalent to the T-37 aircraft was projected to

be accomplished followed by simulator motion requirement studies. The

peneral desl(rn of these studies was aimed at determinlng the minimum number

of dimensions and the minimum depree of fidelity of physical simulation

defined in terms of bandwidth of response of the motion platform at which

performance was still enuivalent to the full simulation.

In Flnure 2.3 Is shown also the use of eye movement recordings In

the annroach to the definition of the visual parameters to be studied as

visual display characteristic of the simulator. The eye movement data

was proqramed to play a prominent role in Identification of the positions

of objects in the external scene and the Internal referents used by the

pilot In control of his aircraft. The procedure to be followed was

identical to that in the study of motion requirements In that the simulator

would be confinured to be equlvalent to the T-37 aircraft In terms of

pilot performance using the maximum capability of the ASUPT device. Assuming

this could be accomplished, the subsequent experiments would be aimed at

determininq the minimum necessary and sufficient characteristics of the

visual display for bringing about performance of the pilot equivalent to

that in the T-37 aircraft.

The extent to which the research program was accomplished has been

outlined In the previous Sections. In brief, although T-37 aircraft data

was collected the delay in Its collection allowed time only for the

briefest preliminary analysis of the data. With respect to definition

I
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of the visual Parameters, an eye movement recorder was obtained and con-

firnured for use In the then T-37 aircraft. Data collection feasIblltltv

was then tested. However, only tentative data for specifying oosltlons

and characteristics of Internal and external references were obtained.
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5.0 COICLUSIONS AN) RECOM1ENDAT IONS

The overall object of the project of Investlgatlng the role

In the tralnirn slimulator of motion, visual displav and their Inter-

action was not accomn!ishad. The Important first steps necessary to

their Inves~lnation, I.e., exlicit description and quantlficatlon as

Pxrerlmental variables, was made and is presented.

Due to the extremely larne number of states of the experimental

Svariables In dealinn, just with mot!on and visual display attention was

niven In 1he areater portion of the work to development and test of

mo-e economical methods of experimentation. The concept of the

erformance enumivalence between the simulator and the aircraft t ;h s

presented along with the arnuments for the imprortance of pilot Input

measures in addition to system output measures In reaear~h on training

devices. An attempt was made to take advantare of the opnortunlty for

obtalnlnq pilot performance data both In an Inet-umented T-37 -rainlna

aircraft and the research simulator of that aircraft, the ASUPT. Delays

and difficulties in collecting data both In the aircraft and In ASUPT

allowed time for only preliminary but promIslno analysis of +he aircraft

data. Certain data recordinn anomalies in the form of surious signals

make It necessary to carry out more data clean up than was anticipated.

levprtheless, the oDportunity for developino and testInq a new approach

to establishinn nuanti'atlve indi,.&ýs of the denree of correspondence

between aircraft and simulator based upon operator control behavior Is

present with these data. It Is recommended that tne opportunity not

be lost and that the analyses be carried on.
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In the conduct of thl. project an overall program for systematically

investiaatinq the motion and visual display variables was outlined. The

carrvinn out of the plan If successful would provide nuicker and more

economical answers to both simulator characteristics and tralninq

inethodolony auestions provided the necessary funds and personnel support

could be brounht to bear on the Droblem. It Is recommended that the

nronra- be pursued.
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APPENDIX A

I. Summary Prooress in T-37 Aircraft PIloT Central Behavior Analysis

1.0 Purpose of this amnnendix Is to present:

1.1 The detailed method of analysis used to develoo a linear,

time var:able pilot identification for the T-37 aircraft

in-fillht data.

1.2 A critinue of the method used and of the data available for

analysis.

1.3 Sugqestions for improving the methodology and data

prenaration.

2.0 Summarv

2.1 The full senuerce of the operations needed to accomplish the

pilot discrete time state enuatlon Identification as out-

lined in the addendum to this apnendlx has been irnpismented.

Five pilot states were assumed.

2.2 P sinnle spurious data pulse in all channels resulted In a

discernable difference In trend of the Identified co-

efficlents0

2.3 The Idnntified coefficients show cyclic trends, as they did

in preliminary Identification analyses.

3.0 Conclusions

3.1 Use of the actual Input numerical data In the Identification

yields misleading results. Error values of the inDuts from

a standard are necessary.

3.2 ',nurious Instrumentation sinnal attenuated the rnsults of

tie Fourier analvyls to sone extant and Indicated the

necessity for a data smoothinn nrocess.
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4.0 Recommendations for further and complete analysis of the data.

4.1 Use innut error values In the identification rather than

absolute values,

4.2 Remove the snurlous slonals from the data.

4.3 Transform heading Into a continuous senuence.

4.4 Seek a better criterion for Fourier Series truncation

to select fewer terms for coefficient Identification

analysis.

4.5 If Implementation of Items (I) throunh (4) still yields

rapidly varvlnn coefficients, increase pilot state

irer.!,lonls, (e.n., elevator deflection rate) and add

Possible cue slenals (e.g., rate of climb and/or rate of

onset of acceleration (Qqrk) until slowly varvina Identified

coefficients result.

5.0 Data preparation and Identification method,

5.1 The methods used were those outlined In Addendum I.,

except as noted below.

5.2 It Y;..s evident from review of the summary listings of

the missions flown in the T37-1948 aircraft provided by

Wrlnht-Patterson AFB that there existed many spurious

Points In the data. The summary listlnas provided a Drint

out every 2 seconds or at every 40th data point. These

spurious values were due to an unidentified source which

produced saturated or near-saturated slonals at random -

apDearino intervals, In order to avoid data contamination

a rission was selected which appeared from scrutiny of the

summary llstlnos to contain no spurious points.
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5.3 One maneuver, a 300 left bank at 100 knots airspeed flown under

contact conditions , was selected for prototype analysis. The

summary listlno for the maneuver appeared to contaln no anomalies

for any of the recorded variables.

5.4 Twenty-two (22) recorded variables were selected for analysis.

Five (5) of these were hypothesized to be measurements of

pilot state variables ('). These were elevator, aileron, rudder,

aileron trim tab and throttle positions. The remaining seventeen

(17) variables were hypothesized to be measurements of the pilot

Inout variables (u): These were elevator stick force, aileron,

stick force, rudder force, airspeed, altitude, headinp, nitch

angle, nitch rate, roll rate, yaw rate, pitching acceleration,

rolling accelerat~on, yawlnq acceleration, and lonnitudIna•!,

lateral, and normal acceleration at the pilot's station. These

v3rlbles were to be used to identify the pilot by the discrete

time form: T A + 8 V

-1+1 -i 1 0

where Ai and Bi are slowly time

varyina functions relative to the lenoth of the maneuver.

5.5 The measurements were presumed to be contaminated with noise due

to inaccurarcies of recordino Instruments, resolution of the

recordina instruments, inaccuracies and resolution of pilot

control movements, atmospheric turbulence and other unidentified

sources, In order to roducn the effect of random disturbances

upon the pilot Identification procpdure, the rmw data was

processed to remove some IdentlfliaH randomness mnd as a conseauence

maximize the dnterm!nlstlc content of the data. The processina
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method was not Intended to remove the effects of the spurious

Sjsignals mentioned In 5.2, which appeared to a randomly occurina

signal of fixed magnitude.

5.6 The power soectral density of the first 2048 Doints (out of a

total of 2400 points) of the two minute maneuver was computed

for each of the 22 variables. A fast Fourier transform routine

was used to compute the power spectrum. A print out and a plot

of the power spectra of each of the 22 variables are available

for Inspection as data llstino In "'Aathenv FFT 1-22." The

spectra were hvnothesized to be composed of the comoosite

spectra due to deterministic slqnal and of random noise. An

earlier preliminary power spectral analysis of two variables

(elevator and altitude) In a stall maneuver from another mission

It was determined that beyond a certain freauency all the

spectral values were of essentially constant maqnitude (I.e.,

the spectrum was flat). For those freauencles for which the

spectrum was flat, It was assumed that the major contribution to

Ihe time history of the signal was due to a random sequence.

Since beyond a certain freouency there Is essentiallv no

determinism In the signal, I.e., It Is a random senuence, the

signal was proriramed to be smoothed to contain no frenuencles

qreater than that at which there was only noise. This program

is accomplished by truncatinq the Fourier series describing the

variable. This does not preclude the existence of randomness

In the remainInn terms of the series.

5.7 From the examination of the power spectra of the elevator and

altitude variables described In (Section 5.6), It appeared that
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the power spectra consisted of a few low frequencies of large

magnitude decreasing monotonically to a flat spectrum of

smaller mannltudes. The average value of the power spectrum

over all frecuencies anpeared to be slightly greater than the

mean value of the flat portion of the spectrum. Consenuentiv

a criterion was established for truncation of the spectrum.

This Involved selection of the highest frenuency which had a

spectral value greater than the mean spectral value and

elimination of all frequency components greater than that

frequencv.

When the Dower at zero freouency was Included In the

computation of the mean the mean spectral power was so larae for

some variables (e.a., altitude) that only the value at zero

frequency had a power greater than the mean. Conseauently the

power at zero frenuency was eliminated from the comrputation of

the mean spectral power. This resulted In considerably more

spectral components being retained In the smoothed variable.

Due to an error In the aloor!thm the variables In prototype

analysis were smoothed by countlnn the total number (N) of

frenuencles with spectral value greater than the mean spectral

value and uslnr the first Ni frecluencv components to regenerate

the time series. Usina this criterion the smoothed data was

aenerated utilizing from 30 to over 480 terms of the Fourier

series. For any number of terms selected, the resultlng curve

represents the least snuares fit to the orlcinal data. The

least snuares fit Is printed and plotted In "Matheny FFT 1-22"
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for each of the 22 variables along with the raw data on the

same coordinate axes. The Fourier coefficients used to re-

nenerate the smoothed data ari listed In "I'atheny FFT 1-22"

and anpear In summarv In "i1athenv IMerne."

5.8 The Identification was performed on the smoothed time histories

described In 5.7, The pilot was identified as a linear fixed

order system with 17 Inputs with time variable coefficients.

There were seventeen Identification Intervals over the maneuver.

The Al and BI matrices are listed In "I'atheny ID 948." The

number of Identification intervals is determined by the averaqinq

criterion Indicated In the addendum.

5.8.1 In the seventh Identificalion interval the singularity of

a matrix which recuires Inversion in the identification

alorithm nrecluded the completion of Identification for

that Interval.

5.8.2 A cursory examination of the coefficients of the A and 8

matrices revealed that the coefficients for the thirteenth

Identification Interval were nenerally atypical from the

coefficient trend from the beginning of the maneuver to

the end. On the average they were of unusually larqe

rnaanltude in comnarlson to nelghborina values. The

sinale spurious value at 82 seconds enters Into the

comautation of the a and b coefficients In the thirteenth

interval. The effect of the data smroothinn procedure Is

to Increase the effect of thE spurious coefficient on the

Identification process since the smoo+hIno procedure
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affects values of the variables approximately one second

on either side of the sourious point. The sions of

spurious ooints do not appear to have any correlation with

the normal slon relationship of the data.

5.9 In order to present the A and B matrix coefficients In a summarized

form, a Fourier series was fit through each of the coefficients.

A fast Fourier transform routine was used on the first sixteen co-

efficient Intervals. Since the seventh Interval coefficients

were undetermined, the seventh interval coefficients were re-

placed by the wean values of the sixth and elqhth interval co-

efficients. In order to compare the effect of the thirteenth

Interval coefficients, two runs were made one with the thirteenth

Interval coefficients as computed and one with the thirteenth

Interval coefficients replaced by the average value of the co-

efficients of the twelfth and fourteenth coefficients. The co-

efficients of the Fourier series for these two cases did not

anpear to be sianifIcantly dissimilar. No statistical tests were

made, because of time constraints on the project. Fourier co-

efficlents for the A, and B1 matrices are listed In "Vathenv FFT

*AD (thirteenth coefficient as computed) and "Matheny FFT * AB2.

(Thirteenth coefficient computed by averaging the 12th and 14th

coefficients).

6.0 Critinue of the methodoloqv and suggestions for Imnrovement.

6.1 The presence of spurious points is definitely detrimental

to the method of analysis. Even In a maneuver with no

spurious values apparent from examination of the summary
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listing, spurious values appeared In all 22 variables. In

20 of the variables these values appeared at 82 seconds.

The maniltude of these values were from 2 to 200 times the

magnitude of the normal ranne of values of the variables

durina the maneuver. Usually the values at the spurious

points were ten times normal magnitudes. Two of the

variables, elevator position and rollina acceleration had

six and seven spurious points, respectively. Due to the

Influence of these spurious values on the identification

routine, it is necessary to remove these points from the raw

data before proceedina with the analysis. It will be

necessary to examine a listinc of each variable or to devise

a cornouter routine which Identifies values which change

rapidly In .05 seconds.

6.2 The smoothing of the raw data Is necessary to the Identification

procedure because of the accuracy and resolution of the re-

cordina Instruments relative to the range of the variables

recorded. The rances of 15 variables are less than ten times

the accuracy of the instruments used to measure these variables.

For 5 of these 15 varlablas the total range of the variables

Is less than or eaual to the accuracy of the respective

recordinc Instrument. For the elevator the total ranoe Is

only ten times the resolution of the recording ootentlometer.

Consequently, filtering the raw data to remove the un-

certainty due to Instruments Is necessary.

6.3 The raw data for headinq contains discontinulties as the

headina qoes through 00 (360'). It Is necessary that the
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data be transformed to provide a continuous variable from

00 to multiples of 3600 before processing.

6.4 The method used to truncate the Fourier series should be

revised. Visual inspection of the power spectrum of each

variable and estimation therefrom of the number of freauenclos

which should be used In the truncated series approximation of

the variable Indicited that sinnifIcantly fewer frequency

components should be used. In some cases the routine used

two orders of mannitude more frenuency components than

estimated thus unnecessarily extending the computational

renui rements.

6.5 The pilot input variable (u,) should be rewritten so that

the Identification procedure utliizes the true variables

upon which the pilot acts, For example, In the 30* bank,

the pilot manipulates controls In response to the difference

between the actual bank angle of the aircraft and the desired

bank angle (30*). Similarly, the slnal to the ollot for a

constant airspeed criterion is the difference between actual

airspeed and desired airspeed. Some of the nilot state

variables which are devwtions about a non-zero position

(e.q., elevator position) should be rewritten for the

Identification procedure about a zero reference position

for the maneuver. Some of the apparent sign change and

time variable behavior in the A, and B1 matrix coefticlents

may be due to the analysis of actual values rather than

error values.
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6.6 The pilot ma" not be adequately described by a fifth order

system. The number of states describine the pilot may be

increased by aupmenting the state vector used In this analysis

with the derivatives of these states. In order to estimate

these derivatives the smoothinq of the variables provided

by the power spectral density method described In 5.6 and

5.7 is essential.

6.7 As an additional comment on prosoective "aximum Likelihood

Parareter Estimation, in view, of the fact that neither the

exact functional form nor the number of states of the pilot

are known, none of the statistical conclusions which are

imnliclt and explicit In its structure can be made.
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ADDENDUM TO APPENDIX A

1.0 Purpose.

The purpose of this addendum Is to detail the rationale for analvsis

of the T-37 Instrumented aircraft data.

2.0 Summary.

2.1 Because of the nature of the nroblem, the stratecy adopted was:

2.1,1 analyze the power spectral density of each measurement

by utilization of the Fast Fourier Transform. *1
2.1.2 account for the content of randomness In the measured data.

2.1.3 accomnlish the Identification process.

2.1.4 express the identified coefficients as finite Fourier

series.

3.0 Racknround.

On first considerlnu the problem it was proposed that the standard

state-space based methods of modern control theory would be aporoprlate to

determine the enuations which would predict the behavior (as reflected by

his manipulation of the controls) of a human pilot durino a specified

maneuver,

It was expected to be necessary to use either the form (continuous time)

X (t) = A (t) M (t) + B (t) U (t)

or the form (discrete time)

It was thounht possible that the X)'swould he the aircraft controls'

nositions and the UI's would be the measured cues which help a pilot make

tI
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his decisions. It was recognized, however, that the pilot mlght have

Smore slnnificant states than the number of aircraft controls and that

there -icht he other sinnificant Innuts (besides measured cues). In

n.irticular, snurious nilot and neasurinq system behavior was an Item of

concern as war rate of cl inh and Pi lot "dither".

It was decided to nrocee:d in such a way as to rnlnlmze cost of the

nro .jct which invclved formulatinn the followinn hypotheses:

(a) the liscretp time form with an uncertainty vector is adenuate

Y = A X + B + Di-i i i --I i -i

(b) the aircraft controls' positions are the statas, and measured

cues are the in.,uts.

(c) the coetficlents, AI and Bi are slowly tire varyina

k V~i+l 00, Ail =.I & j 1~13 0 B3I~.I~i~i~l Al --.i a 8 +ioU/ nil -. ,

(d) the uncertainty, T, is a random seouence with zero mean.

(e) the measurement of the state, YX,, differs from ,XI by random

variahle senuence with zero mean wX,, and the measurement,

i has a similar oroDertv.

The- above hpeotheses live.

X + YX -y

W Yu WwJ

and

""A -EX

+ [+ 1 J7 i 'l + n
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Averaninq over Z adjacent periods would yield

i+i - +i d i -

Given the hvpotheses, if X were farne enough, the noise terms would be

averaged to zero:

YY ; 77 - +7 v

i tit

and this forms the basis for our identification tratenv,

The results of nrel ImInary analysis indicate that A, and Pi are not slowly

varying. The reason could be that there are more pilot states than air-

craft controls, or the effect of larae scale randomness cannot be smoothed

bv averaginn over a few adjacent points. A third possibility is that other

nilot cues than the measured ones are sinnificant. Rate of climb is an

examn I e.

All these nossibillties reouired consideration of more expensive

approaches to the problem. Some possibilitles were:

(a) /n Iterative maximum likelihood iz'entiflcatlon. This arnproach

was deduced to be far too exnensive.

(h) qemcove the randomness (as far as Is statisticaliy defendable)

from the measurements and then proceed wIth the Identification.

This procedure was much less costly and was projected to give

nood results.
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4.0 Analysis Procedure Adonted

4.1 ý'ake the followine hypotheses,

(a) the random component Is a stationary process. The probability

densitv function has an unspecified distribution (I.e., It

may be unliorm, Gaussion, etc.). The conditional Dro-

habilities hence the n dimensional orobability density

is such that rower distribution over frecuency is flat

ur to a finite frenuency, fi, such that fs Tf f T

where

f - T = maneuver duration
2T

fs rmaximum freouency content of the

hypothesized deterministic sicnal

4.2 Lsinq the Fast Fourier Transform, obtain the finite Fourier

STrls which fits the 2048 data points for each measurement.

4.3 Determine tke nower spectral density (PSD) of each measurement.

41.4 Deduce randomness corponents from the hiqh frenuency components'

Ilainess.

4.5 Subtract the (Pm) of the randomness component from the overal I

PSD thus vield inn a PSD of the deterministic component, This

is done for each measurement. (Prellminary studies show that

the determinstic cor-ponont Is contained in the first (lowest)

3" of the .ojrier spectrum). This also establishes the hinhest

frwuerncv of the Fourier Serles of the deterministic comnonent.

4.6 Ilse the Fourier Series so derived to nenerate data for the

i-;entification.
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4.7 In the Interest of economy, use the same I.D. program we have

used: oenerate coefficients for each six (6) seconds.

4.8 Fit a 20 - termr Fourier Series to the qenerated coefficients.

5.0 PI scuss ion

Fy talina this anoroach, states could be added by includino their

derivatives, and derivatives of Innut can also be considered.
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